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Who needs a task list anyway?
I’ve been a fan of ‘to-do’ lists for ages and I regularly use them in all aspects of my 

life.  However, recently I’ve been aiming to focus more on HOW I’m using my time, 

as well as WHAT on.

My time is limited and even tasks that seem quite simple when scribbled in a 

notebook, can take longer than you might think.  If they are transactional type 

tasks, they often lack a sense of achievement, so you can be left feeling like you’ve 

been super busy but haven’t actually accomplished anything worthwhile.

So, I created myself a ‘transform my week’ template and began using it to prioritise 

my efforts and identify where I have options to outsource tasks, or just ditch them 

altogether.  When I say ‘ditch them’, this might mean removing it from my list, or 

just leaving it there to do when I need a break and a mundane task to do, maybe 

when I have 5-10 mins in a waiting room etc.

People get obsessed with clearing their lists, but life isn’t like that – there will 

always be more you can and want to do, so having a list helps you get the ideas 

down on paper and clear the brain power to make it happen.

Is it TRANSACTIONAL or TRANSFORMATIONAL?

This has been the phrase I’ve been asking to accelerate my business and stay

focused on my life goals. I simply ask myself the question for each idea, task or

action and capture the answers in the grid included in this pack. Sometimes I

dump all my ideas list first, then segment it, other times I write into the grid

straight away. You’ll need to decide for yourself what goes in each box.

From there I can prioritise what needs my attention first. It’s totally ok if it’s a

whole bunch of transactional stuff too – don’t judge yourself because your not in

the ‘transformational’ space, we all have to do those things. This just helps you

become aware of where you're spending your time, and when you are aware, you

are in a position to change things if you so choose!
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Transform My Week – How I use mine
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PERSONAL

BUSINESS

TRANSACTIONALTRANSFORMATIONAL

Organic veg order – this week
Walk 3k – Wednesday
Complete Gratitude Journal 

Renew insuranceCreate downloadable version of productivity 
grid
Publish Focus on Me 1:1 Coaching 
Programme

Book car in for service
Descale kettle
Meter readings
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